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Round cake cutter set

eBayRound cut pastry in cookie cutter Shipping DescriptionReturns Sometimes having an extra set of hands in the kitchen makes baking much easier. Even if this round circular cut-out set doesn't have fingers, it's sure to have a handy guide when it comes to continuously carving cakes and creating consistent size
cuddly decorations. You can also use this cut to make adorable little cakes that can be layered symmetrically or stacked into craft tiered proportional cakes. Don't stop at the cake, cut out cookies, pastry dough and any food you like. Let your baking imagination run wild.- 12 different sizes.- Stores together in a tin of
stainless steel.- Easy to clean. What includes?- 1 x Ateco 12 piece straight cutting edge round circles with sizes ranging from .75 inches to 4.38 inches How much does shipping cost?U.S. rates start at $7.99 Canadian rates starting at $12.99 The United Kingdom rate starting at $14.99 Australian rates starting at $15.99
European rates starting at $12.99 Select countries worldwide starting at $14.99 How long will it take to order me? Please note: Due to COVID-19 we are seeing delays with USPS across all cities and countries. In some cases, packages are taking up to 12 business days for the USA and up to 20 business days for
internationals. We thank you for your patience and understanding as we are working to provide additional shipping options for you – how to cake those team &amp; 3US orders in 3-4 business days with USPS &amp; UPSCanada delivered orders in 2-3 business days with UPS PriorityUK orders in 2-3 delivery business
days with UPS orders Australia priority in 2-3 business days with UPS priority selecting countries around the world delivered orders in 10-15 business days with DHLEASY return - 30 days satisfaction guarantee if you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, return it without any problems. To learn more about our
return/exchange policy, click here. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. The image is not available for color:
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